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My earliest memory of anything to do with a film camera was
also a fundamental lesson in film photography.
The Jeep tumbled past South African savannah decorated with daydreams
until it ceased abruptly before a remarkably real scene: a lion,
eyeing us nobly, only a few leaps away. Urgently I fingered my prized
child’s disposable camera, crafted as a lion itself. With false expertise
I pressed the button buried within the plastic mane. No satisfactory
click confirmed my capture, and consulting my parents I discovered
the ephemeral nature of film; the finite and fleeting existence that yields
its precious charm.
By Kathryn Greenwood
instagram.com/katgreenwood

Cameron Gardner - Roll 1
Sierra Nevada Mountains and Malibu Creek State Park.
California. USA
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Geoffrey Ellis – Roll 1
Las Vegas, San Francisco, Las Vegas. USA
@sadkids

#SHOOTFILMNOTBULLETS
I n d i s p o s a b l e C on c e p t E xh i b i ti o n
Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts

BRISBANE, AUS - OCTOBER / 2016

California
with Yunmi Jeon
instagram.com/thisisyoom
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Cassie Vicente – Roll 4
Japan (Tokyo, Fuji, Kyoto, Osaka, Hiroshima).
@kosandrah

IC
Meet Series
with Sharokh Mirzai
instagram.com/mrmirzai

#ICMEETSERIES

Meet Sharokh M.

#ICMEETSERIES

@mr_mirzai

Where’s home?
Brooklyn, NY
Can you tell us about your creative background?
I didn’t start shooting seriously until I was around 25.
I had always shot film and developed it myself from
about 16 years old but that work was never really
shown or made too public. Plus, there wasn’t IG back
then so you had to make the effort to get an audience.
I wasn’t too concerned with all that.
What inspires you to shoot film?
Film was always what photography was to me. The
process, knowledge and trust you had to have in
your ability was just as important as what you were
shooting,composition, etc. I think I mentioned in our
last brief talk that there isn’t anything special in digital
photography. TBH I don’t really care for digital.

How did you come to connect with Indisposable
Concept?
Oh, good question, haha. I must have definitely found
you on IG while cruising 35mm posts.
Do you remember what was in the first roll of film
you shot for IC?
Damn, must have been with Sabina and Petite Tenue
about 3 years ago. I think the most memorable rolls
were when Petite Tenue and I drove through the
southwest. I still love that work and I usually hate
everything I do after awhile.
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I think I’m drawn to the honesty
and unpredictability of film. I think
the magic of photography comes
from film.
Sharokh M.
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Meet Sharokh M.

#ICMEETSERIES

@mr_mirzai

It seems film photography and disposables are
making a comeback, why do you think that is?
I think it’s a natural counter-culture to the digital world,
filters and all that shit. It’s nice to really think about
the image your about to spend $1 to shoot and wait
sometimes a week to see. It’s also gratifying to load
film and advance the frame and wind it back, then
keep it safe until you get to develop it. It’s a process
that you don’t get with digital.

What does 2016 hold for you?
Jess Mederos (stylist) and I just did 5 page fashion
editorial for NYLON Japan in the March issue so you
should definitely pick one up. I’d like to have another
show in NYC this year with some other photographers
I like and make a small book of my work.
Where in the world would you love to shoot?
White sands, NM. and Cape town South Africa.

If someone destroyed all the disposable cameras
in the world and you had the very last one, what
would you capture?
oh man. I think I would plan a different shoot for each
frame. Like, make it a crazy production. Lots of naked
people, too. for sure.

5 at 5…

(For lack of a better name)

5 photos from history you wish you’d taken?
1. The first photo of earth from space
2. The first photo ever taken
3. The Tiananmen square tank/civilian image
4. Richard Avedon’s Dovima with the Elephants
5. Any shot of Juergen Teller pretty much
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5 people you’d like to photograph?
1. Teresa Oman for sure. She’s the top of my list.
2. Then Kate Moss ’cause she’s a classic.
3. Obama and Michelle ’cause they have good energy
and might let me get something a little provocative.
4. And my friend Colleen cause she beautiful and
never lets me photograph her.
5. N/A
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Bradley Jones – Roll 8
Road trip from Austin, TX to Seattle, WA
and back up to Fayetteville, AR. USA
@the_national

Analogue Vs Digital. My heart goes with analogue. It is the medium of
authenticity and emotion. You drop the stylus onto a vinyl record and
summon a symphony in your bedroom; you develop a roll of film and you
relive a chronicle of life. And just as a chord that is perfectly struck, the
warm fuzz and grit of an analogue photograph resonate so deeply within
us – exposing our human characteristics. However, the digital platform
is unifying and accessible. At indisposableconcept, the marriage of these
two mediums is embraced which both honors our roots while boasting
our accomplishments.
Peter A. Jonas
instagram.com/peteajonas

Linze Mason - Roll 17
Machu Picchu. Cusco Region, Urubamba Province,
Machupicchu District in Peru.
@linzemason / @dirtyfeathers
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Faroe Islands
with Perin Lee
instagram.com/perinlee
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Thai Neave – Roll 2
BURNING MAN 2014.
Black Rock Desert, Nevada. USA
@thaineave

Indisposable Concept is all about eliminating the technicalities and proficiencies
of photography and providing a level playing field for everyone to contribute
to the project in a fun and easy environment.
The disposable camera is the weapon of choice to allow anyone and everyone
the opportunity to participate regardless of age or ability. The stories being told
and the moments being shared along with the sense of involvement and community
are the true essence and beauty of Indisposable Concept
We aim to elimate the restrictions and technicalities when it comes to shooting
film and embrace the raw art of capturing the moment in its purest form with
one single click of a disposable camera.
We hope you have fun being part of the adventure!
It’s your involvement and enjoyment that makes all of this possible.
Thank you.

IC
Portrait Series
with Mike Calvino
mikecalvino.com
instagram.com/mikecalvino

#ICPORTRAITSERIES

Meet Mike C.

#ICPORTRAITSERIES

@mikecalvino

Where’s home?
I live on the Gold Coast and its awesome, although
there are many place I would also like to live, places like
Marseille, Barcelona, LA, New York, Paris, all amazing,
but for now GC is home and Its great and getting better
all the time.
Who are you? What do you do for a crust?
My name is Mike Calvino, I produce videos for a
living. All sorts of stuff, but mainly Fashion and Athlete
character related stuff. I like to take a documentary
approach and try to show the inner workings of
subjects and also to just enjoy the art of making
nice images.
Where did you shoot this portrait roll?
I cant really remember. As I travel a lot for work I
decided to just leave a disposable camera in my kit
for a few months and just snap off a portrait here
and there.

Was there a theme or a particular series or look
you were trying to capture?
Basically the people I get to meet and hang out with
along the way. I really do believe that meeting people
along the journey of life is something special. They
say a ‘stranger is just a friend you haven’t met yet’
and I believe this and so try to get to know the people
I bump into along the way.
Explain your style/approach with this portrait roll.
Symetrical. Medium Shot. Straight down the Lens.
But apart from that, I was actually not thinking to
much about it. As i’m usually holding another camera
at the time spending hours and days setting up shots,
I usually just bring out the disposable on whim and
snap a shot and then just wait and see what happens,
but mainly just a record of that time and place.
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Meet Mike C.

#ICPORTRAITSERIES

@mikecalvino

How would you describe your photographic style?
Cinema Verite Documentary with some nice Portraits.
This has always been my approach.
Who or what influences you creatively?
Literature (Marias, Camus, Murakami, Coetzee) French
Cinema, travel, conversations, the seasons, fashion
photography, music, the pain and suffering of being
human….
Where do you find inspiration?
Everywhere but Instagram…
You work a lot in the realm of video/motion, how
do you incorporate that style when capturing
a still moment?
Composition, Light and Mise en Scene are everything.. mainly I just try to let things happen and find
the best way to capture the moment but I also have in

my mind what I want the shot to say, and so with that
I can add emotion, wether its the idea of adventure or
happiness or some other feeling… sometimes is just
trying to focus on a product as well of course… that’s
the commercial reality.
Why film?
I think we all ask that question and I don’t think we
have an easy answer.. that thing that film captures,
that unexplainable element that film inherently expresses is undefinable but we all know its there and
its a magical thing.
Fave place to shoot?
Its always about the light…and so Probably Los Angeles.
There are many other places I love working in for
example Moorea, Tahiti, just because it is the most
beautiful place ever but also so many places I want
to go and shoot. Especially would love to shoot in
northern Europe the endless soft and cool light is on
my dream list.

5 at 5…

(For lack of a better name)

5 people you’d like to photograph?
1. Takeshi Kitano
2. RZA
3. Jacques Cousteau
4. Haruki Murakami
5. My late grandfather
5 movies you wish you had directed?
1. Le Mephris
2. The Seven Samurai
3. The Croupier
4. Amorres Perros
5. Three Colours Blue
6. The Godfather
7. Eternal sunshine of the spotless mind
8. Birdman
9. Donnie Darko
10. Kids
11. Fight Club… sorry that’s more than five
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5 photos from history you wish you’d taken?
The whole Slim Aarons’ poolside coffee table book.
5 people you’d invite around for drinks and dinner?
1. 1 x French Chef
2. 1 x Pastry Chef
3. 1 x Cocktail Barman
4. 1 x Beer Brewer
5. and my wife…
5 go to songs to get you in the mood?
1. WuTang
2. The Doors
3. Beastie Boys
4. Mile Davis
5. Lazerhawk….
Really depends on the mood...
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South Island,
New Zealand
with Dawn Chapman
instagram.com/dawnchapmanphoto
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Culture Machine
&
Free Radical TV
Sydney, NSW. AUS
culturemachine.tv / freeradical.tv
instagram.com/culturemachine / instagram.com/freeradical.tv

Free Radical TV was an initiative spawned from a Culture Machine trip
to California in November 2015. The CM team hit USA on a sponsored
road trip to shoot content for Australian fashion labels. We decided to
document what happened, and found ourselves running into a series
of weird and wacky people and wonderfully bizarre situations.
A reality show, a Gen-Y sit com, a DIY doco – we’re kind of like
‘The Real World’, a little bit like ‘Friends’, nothing like the
‘Kardashians’, with elements of ‘Freaks and Geeks’, and characters
akin to ‘SKINS’. One thing we can be certain about – is that we’re
always spontaneous, and love to entertain.
Or…we’re the product of the narcissistic new-gen,
making a TV show about ourselves.
You decide.
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In a world where Instagram following is social currency, and where
carefully selected images depict the perfect lives, we’re out to break the
rules and show you a raw VHS handycam version of what happens
behind the iPHONE screen. Our agenda is to infect our viewers with
a joie de vivre. We want to make you laugh, we want to make you smile
and we want to make you pick up a camera, a skate board, whatever it is,
explore your local neighbour hood, and find the extraordinary in the ordinary.
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Gaetan Duque – Roll 1
Road trippin’. Various locations
throughout Australia.
@gaetanduque

During the month of April, we teamed up and
collaborated with the wonderful humans at
Abrand Jeans, Culture Machine and Glue Store to
produce the A Picture is Worth 1000 Words promo.
By purchasing a pair of Abrand Jeans participants
were given the opportunity to capture their world with
a disposable camera and show us their “Ultimate
moments” in their Abrand Jeans with the chance
to win a whole lotta lovin’ from Abrand.
The winner of the competition and a big congrats
went to Gaetan Duque (@gaetanduque) who scored
himself an internship with Culture Machine and a
whole bunch of other goodies.

2nd prize went to Maya Luana (@mayaluana) and
3rd prize went to Joss Peter @josspeter who both
shot really creative and fun rolls with their disposables.
Big love to Abrand, Glue Store and Culture Machine
for their help and support throughout the comp and
allowing IC the opportunity to connect with a new
and diverse audience.
Thanks to all the legends who participated in the
comp, we loved your entries and are stoked that we
got to inspire more people to shoot with film.
You can view the various rolls that were shot over at
www.indisposableconcept.com
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Angelo Partemi – Roll 1
Road Trippin’ across the USA
@angelopartemi

IC
Meet Series
with Linze Mason
instagram.com/linzemason
instagram.com/dirtyfeathers

#ICMEETSERIES

Meet Linze M.

#ICMEETSERIES

@linzemason / @dirtyfeathers

Where’s home?
New York City and Denver, CO. USA
Who are you? What do you do for a crust?
I am a person who honestly is happy most of the time,
I try to do my part in the world and think what you put
out into the universe paves your way through life.
Can you tell us about your creative background?
I grew up in a very crafty household, My mom taught me
at a very young age how to basket weave, cross stitch,
make jewelry and coloring books were always a huge
part of my childhood. My dad is a mountain runner and
growing up in Colorado I was always outdoors and
surrounded nature, My entire dads side of the family
lived in the mountains and played Bluegrass music every
weekend. I was always at my happiest being surrounded
by the banjo and dancing. I started a love for photography
when I was about 13 years old, I simply just loved to

scrapbook and I started becoming obsessed in wanting
to document everything. I took a few photography
classes at 18 after my mom gave me her Canon 35mm
camera she used while she was in the Navy. I was lucky
enough to find a job at 19 that took me all over the world
for 10 years and I found myself packing not only my
suitcases but lugging around different types of cameras
that led to my love for film today.

How did you come to connect with
Indisposable Concept?
I was working in Australia for 3 months and I had
packed a couple cameras with me for my trip. While I
was taking a picture of the Coke-a-Cola sign in Kings
Cross a guy walked up to me and asked if I knew about
IC. At that moment I was hooked to have a fun outlet for
a hobby I have been doing for years.

What inspires you to shoot film?
I mainly think of it as a hobby and I think you need
hobbies in your life to stay happy. This hobby is just
one that I can be kept and shared with my children,
grand children, and great grandchildren and hopefully
be held dear long after this life of mine ends.

Do you remember what was in the first roll of film
you shot for IC?
Yes! it was half roll Sydney Australia and half roll
Daytona Beach, Florida.
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It seems film photography and disposables are
making a comeback, why do you think that is?
I think that my generation enjoys the simplicity of
creative outlets, disposable cameras are just that!

If someone destroyed all the disposable cameras
in the world and you had the very last one,
what would you capture?
I would take an entire summer sailing and would capture
my time aboard, I would hope my disposable would be
waterproof so I could dive in and take pictures of wildlife
underneath me.
What does 2016 hold for Linze?
After living on the road for 10 years I want to indulge
in having a routine living in New York. I am working on
opening my own boutique, focused on having the best
body going into my thirties I can possibly achieve and
absorbing as much time with my boyfriend I can finally
see every morning.
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Meet Linze M.

#ICMEETSERIES

@linzemason / @dirtyfeathers

I shoot moments that I feel over
shooting moments that I see.
I guess if I look through my photos
I can find moments I remember
melting over a lovers face,
intimate drunken nights with
friends or a moment in nature
I soaked in with all my being.
Explain your style/approach when shooting a roll.
I try to think of each picture to be as valuable as gold.
I want to be mesmerized by each photo when I get them
developed. I usually find myself immediately knowing
which moments I want to capture with my disposable
over another camera.
How would you describe your photographic style?
I don’t consider myself a photographer, therefore I don’t
know if I can pinpoint my photographic style. I shoot
moments that I feel over shooting moments that I see.
I guess if I look through my photos I can find moments
I remember melting over a lovers face, intimate drunken
nights with friends or a moment in nature I soaked in
with all my being.

doors or exploring a new city with a lover or best friend
is the ultimate dream for me. I feel that I am happiest
with my photos when I get to combine a new place with
a face I love.

Linze M.

Where do you find inspiration?
I am obsessed by love and my life motto of Living in
Dreams. I find if you really love your life and appreciate
everything that you have you find beauty and inspiration
everyday. Remembering to use that beauty and inspiration
is what keeps me creative.
Fave place to shoot?
My favorite rolls are from road trips, because you get
many favorite places in one roll.

Who or what influences you creatively?
I am in love with traveling and really feel my soul in it’s
calmest state while exploring new places. Being out
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5 at 5…

(For lack of a better name)

5 photos from history you wish you’d taken?
1. The underwater dance of david and goliath
2. Couple in bed – Nan Goldin
3. Philippe Petit Man on Wire – Jim Moore
4. Madonna hitchhiking – Fabien Baron
5. N/A
5 people you’d like to photograph?
1. Jane Goodall
2. Joaquin Phoenix
3. Bear Grylls
4. N/A
5. N/A

5 people you’d invite around for drinks and dinner?
1. Chelsea Handler
2. David Shimmer (only if he was Ross from Friends)
3. Ellen Degeneres
5 go to songs to get you in the mood?
1. Live in Dreams – Wild Nothing
2. Meet Me In The Woods – Lord Huron
3. Lost In The Dream – The War On Drugs
4. Back Down South – Kings Of Leon
5. Learning To Fly – Tom Petty

5 books you wish you had written?
1. My Horizontal Life – Chelsea Handler
2.Eat Pray Love – Elizabeth Gilbert
3. 48 Laws of Power – Robert Green
4. N/A
5. N/A
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Aurora Alma – Roll 1
Various locations - Italy
@auramoral

IC
Places
with Patty Mullins
instagram.com - N/A

#ICPLACES

Salton City, Ca. USA

#ICPLACES

with Patty M

Hello,
First I’d like to say thanks for doing this project. It’s been
neat to see the variety of moments captured. I will be
mailing off my camera to you in a couple of days. I have
to look up your FAQ again to know where to send it.
My story is that I’ve lived in Los Angeles for most of my
life. When a knee problem made it impossible to work I
took time off to have surgery and moved 160 miles south
of home to the Salton Sea area while recuperating. I’ve
lived here through this hellish summer so far. The weather
is generally 106F to 112F here and the nights only get
down to the 90’s. It’s beginning to cool off a bit and
I hope to be outside more taking pics of the strange area
in the next month. It’s a region that is home to the largest
body of water in California however it’s in the middle of
the desert and sparsely populated. The water is very salty
(more so than the ocean) and it’s also evaporating.
There are many studies and some efforts being made to
save the Salton Sea but the future looks pretty grim. The
Sea is home to most of North Americas birds that count
on the wetlands for migration stops. When it is gone they
will have nowhere left to go as their other areas have
been claimed by urban sprawl. People came here for
recreation in the 60′s and it was a hot spot for celebrities
as odd as that may seem now.

don’t come here anymore. The water quality is fine
for recreation but the heat and nutrient rich conditions
promote algae growth and the algae depletes the
oxygen and cause fish to die by the thousands.
Their bones line the shore and from a distance
looks like white sand…
I live in a newer development that was built in 2005 or
so. The homes here in Salton City literally cost one tenth
of what most So California homes are going for but this
area is becoming a ghost town again. There are no jobs
to speak of so very few folks are willing to live out here in
the middle of nowhere. It has some places of true natural
beauty and some that are reflections of human misery.
Some people who were building new homes simply
stopped and walked away so there are many houses in
various states of construction, sitting abandoned.
I shot my pics around the Salton Sea in a five mile radius
of my home and hope you find it as intriguing as I do!
That said, I can’t live here forever as some choose to
do… I really miss city life and it’s just so sad here. It has
been a great life lesson though.
Warmest regards,
Patty Mullins
Salton City, CA. USA.

Floods came and wiped out a lot of the areas and now
some skeletal homes remain. The lower water level
makes it almost impossible to boat so people just
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Nate Matos – Roll 1
Portland, OR. USA
@natematos + @pdexposures

Dust & Bone
x
Bamba Swim
Lancelin, WA. AUS
instagram.com/dust_bone
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MORE THAN JUST A

DISPOSABLE
CAMERA
PROJECT
#INDISPOSABLECONCEPT

